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For introduction

a) This should be given as gaps in e-learning versus conventional study. It will also have to include applicability in various area of learning, practicality and overall benefits to the society.

b) In Main learning issue subheading. I suggest this is removed and simplify the issues into box or one or two paragraphs ensuring continuity of writings and points accordingly. Elaboration on points plus examples are needed.

c) E learning case study: I think this should focus on worldwide changes in nature rather than specific to China. There would be variability of practice, belief, access and use in different part of the world

d) Method of the study is poorly elaborated.

What type of qualitative study methods ie phenomenological? How does the researcher select participants? What are the inclusion and exclusion criteria? How many participants selected? How was it done ie in depth or focus group discussion? How do you process the data? How thematic analysis was done? Which software was used?

e) The way result is presented was wrongly done. It needs thematic and sub theme and quotes. Please label the participant. Give some demographic background of participants

f) How do you decide on adequacy of information?

g) The shape of discussion will be based on the findings and quotes from the participants. What seems similar in literature and its differences

h) Please re-do the references according to journal specification. What referencing style was needed for specific journal?